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Founded on April 2, 1992, the Projeto publishing
company celebrates its 28th anniversary in 2020.
Several items of its catalog are part of the history of
Brazilian children’s literature, especially Poesia fora da
estante [Poetry off the shelf ], a bestseller published in
1995, which has consistently sold 5,000 books a year
since then. Other works translated into Portuguese also
stand out as pioneering: A Epopeia de Gilgamesh [the
Epic of Gilgamesh] trilogy by Ludmila Zeman was the first
Brazilian edition on Gilgamesh for children, and Zoo
Louco [Crazy Zoo] was the first work by renowned
Argentine author María Elena Walsh ever
translated in Brazil.
Since its beginnings, Projeto has used the slogan Ler é
pra cima! [Reading is uplifting!], because in this
“uplifting!” is contained the reason for a life among books:
reading is interesting, exciting, thrilling. Reading is
necessary because it makes ideas and sensations grow
inside us. It is so good that it can make us fly.
Editora Projeto

Rua Hoffmann 239 - Porto Alegre RS
CEP 90220-170 BRASIL

www.editoraprojeto.com.br
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The Fairy Who
Had Ideas - Play

First edition in Brazil: 2004
Awards: IBBY Brazilian Section> Best Drama Book 2005

Synopsis: The work was first published in 1971 and rewritten by the
author herself as a theatrical version in 1982, when it won the
Mambembe Trophy for Best Children’s Theatrical Text. Clara Luz
[Claire Light], the unusual fairy who refuses to learn by the Book of
Fairies, does not like still worlds, so she keeps having
unconventional ideas: glare cupcakes, colorful rain, cloud modeling,
among many others.
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The Fairy Who Had Ideas - Play

(A Fada que Tinha Ideias - Peça Teatral)
written by Fernanda Lopes de Almeida
illustrated by André Neves

Bivar – In search
of an animal that
never existed

First edition in Brazil: 2013
The original illustrations have been exhibited at
the Mercosul Biennial
Synopsis: Through drawings, paintings and words, Duval
introduces the reader to a fictional world, with its stars, geography,
fauna, flora, architecture and civilization. Set in the fantastic
universe of Wasthavastahunn, the story is told by a professor who
lectures on the bivar by giving an account of the expeditions that
– unsuccessfully –have tried to find the mysterious animal over the
years. The original text was created in 1967 and the illustrations in
1999 (acrylic paint on paper).
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Bivar – In search
of an animal that never existed

(Bivar – Em busca de um animal que nunca existiu)
written and illustrated by Fernando Duval

Peanne and the Princese...
or, Peanne’s gone crazy
(Ervilina e o Princês ou Deu a louca em Ervilina)
written by Sylvia Orthof
illustrated by Laura Castilhos

Synopsis: This topsy-turvy fairy tale was first published in 1986.
After a few years out of print, it came back in a renewed edition honouring the author from Rio de Janeiro, who passed away in 1997.
The scruffy, shabby and assertive princess, first designed by Orthof
herself, returns in cutouts and collages by Laura Castilhos. And the
topic of women’s empowerment has become more significant
now than ever!
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Peanne and the Princese...
or, Peanne’s gone crazy

First edition in Brazil: 2009

Tom

(Tom)
written and illustrated by André Neves

First edition in Brazil: 2012
Awards: Jabuti Award>Best Illustration 2013
IBBY Brazilian Section > Best Illustration For Children 2013
IBBY Brazilian Section > Highly Recommended
For Children 2013
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Tom

Synopsis: This book, which reveals the relationship of a boy
with his autistic brother, was created from the illustrator/
author’s personal experience. Tom is a poetic narrative
that surprises the reader with a story revealed through the
narrator’s eyes and perception. As a true work of art, the
book allows of different interpretations.

A gust of wind

(Um pé de vento)
written and illustrated by André Neves

First edition in Brazil: 2007
Awards: IBBY Brazilian Section > Basic Collection 2007
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A gust of wind

Synopsis: This is the story of Iris, a girl with a very attentive
look at nature. She regards the tree as a friend, with whom
she spends time and talks, and the wind as a game. It is
a poetic narrative that speaks of childhood
as a “gentle” time.

Zoo

(Zoo)
by Jesús Gabán

First edition in Brazil: 2012
Awards: IBBY Brazilian Section > Highly Recommended
For Children 2013
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Zoo

Synopsis: Specially created for Projeto, this is the first
picture book, made in ink and watercolor, by the Spanish
illustrator. Zoo features animals in different habitats and
in captivity. In each double-page illustration, an animal
always stands out in the foreground and other animals
with common features are around it in the scene. Gabán
inserts a child observing the animals into every scene.
The longer the readers observe the illustrations, the more
details they spot. At the end, the child becomes the real
protagonist: in the style of the Pied Piper of Hamelin, s/he
manages to free the animals.

The Desirous Princess

First edition in Brazil: 2012
Awards: IBBY Brazilian Section > Highly Recommended For
Children 2013

Synopsis: This is the story of a princess born in a morning
of strong colors and intense perfumes, and of a prince who
arrived a while later, full of traveller’s curiosities. Before
their encounter, a lot happens, though ... Ever since she
was born, the Desirous Princess has wanted everything she
has seen. As she grew up, so did her ambitions and the fear
by her subjects, who eventually fled the kingdom. Alone,
she finds herself taken by a different desire and discovers
something that matters more than anything else.
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The Desirous Princess

(A Princesa Desejosa)
written and illustrated by Cristina Biazetto

Aurora

(Aurora)
by Cristina Biazetto

First edition in Brazil: 2009
Awards: Brazilian Printers’ Association (ABIGRAF) > Graphic
Excellence 2012
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Aurora

Synopsis: A picture book that tells the story of a girl
who goes around the world adding color to everything
and everyone. Since the images suggest many possible
readings, the reader has several thematic paths to explore
the visual narrative: either through the color symbolism, or
through the association between the daily cycle and the
life cycle, the changes we constantly make in our life or the
growth of everyone.

Planet Boxory
(Planeta Caiqueria)
written by Hermes Bernardi Jr.
illustrated by André Neves

Synopsis: A strange creature lives on a Planet watering
sentences that grow into flowers and stories. But the
creature lacks memory so it locks away its stories in boxes
until the day when something surprising happens. The
author dedicates the book to the creatures who write,
especially those who write for children, and to those who
read, especially those who read to other creatures.
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Planet Boxory

First edition in Brazil: 2003
Awards: Açorianos > Best Illustration 2004

The Moon
Inside the Coconut

First edition in Brazil: 2010
Awards: IBBY > Honor List 2012
IBBY Brazilian Section > Best Poetry Book for Children 2011
Jabuti Award> Children’s Book 2011
Nominated for Jabuti Award > Best Illustration 2011
Synopsis: A little monkey wants to catch the moon. Was this
a story heard in the author’s childhood in Minas Gerais, or was
it a legend Capparelli heard while he was in China? Not really
caring about the answer to this question, the author presents
us with his version of the story, in verse. Guazzelli creates
illustrations that are both delicate and strong, while designer
Marcio Koprowski harmonizes the whole by bringing fun
movements and newmeanings to the book pages.
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The Moon Inside the Coconut

(A lua dentro do coco)
written by Sérgio Capparelli
illustrated by Guazzelli

Before the World Ends
(Antes que o mundo acabe)
by Marcelo Carneiro da Cunha

Synopsis: The story of a biological father who wants to rebuild the
relationship with his teenage son in an unusual way: at a distance,
through letters and photos that speak of his world. As a backdrop
for the fictional narrative, the author makes use of historical facts
and actual events to pave the way for a reflection on globalization.
In 2009, Brazilian filmmaker Ana Luiza Azevedo made a film inspired by
the book, which also won important awards:
• Best Brazilian Film 2009 in São Paulo International Film Festival;
• Top award in the junior film competition 2010 at the International Film
Festival for Children and Young Audience (Chemnitz, Germany);
• Best Brazilian Film 2010 at São Paulo Association of Art Critics (APCA);
• Best Feature Film for Young Audience 2012 at the International Kids /
Youth Film and TV Festival (Bogotá, Colombia).
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Before the World Ends

First edition in Brazil: 2000
Awards: IBBY Brazilian Section > Highly
Recommended For the Young
Reader 2001
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